
Grade 4 Literacy 

Circle words that need capital letters and add proper punctuation where needed. (commas, periods, 

apostrophes, quotation marks etc.) 

 

one day as ruby was playing in her yard a car drove up her driveway 

and stopped   a few seconds later  the doors of the car opened and out 

jumped emma  alexa  and  selina  the girls were dressed for the warm 

summer afternoon   

after having a light snack, the girls played a game of hide and seek  it 

was a fun time until selina fell and scraped her knee  selina did not cry 

but she did bleed until ruby gave her a bandage 

the girls then decided to go inside to watch television  let s watch a 

baseball game  shouted emma and alexa  ruby found a game where the 

blue jays were playing the yankees 

what a surprise for the girls  when they began watching the game they 

saw that the batter for the blue jays was kyle  even more surprising 

they noticed that the yankees pitcher was rowan  the surprised girls bet 

that rowan would strike out kyle but instead kyle hit a grand slam home 

run  alexa  selina  ruby  and  emma were overjoyed to see vincent  

emrick  noah  and kyle run to home base 

 next it was jackson s turn up at bat  jackson  struck out on rowan s first 

two pitches that were clocked at 95 miles per hour  rowan now tried to 

strike out Jackson with a third pitch  jackson had other plans though  he 

hit that ball so hard that the bat splintered into a thousand pieces  in 

the meantime  the ball went flying to the center field wall where 

outfielder wilson made a four foot high jump to catch the ball before it 

went over the fence  no one ever saw a jump like that before in 

baseball  wilson saved the game for the yankees who won by a score of 



5-4   vincent  emrick and noah  worked hard to calm their tearful 

teamates 

the girls never realised that their male classmates played professional 

baseball in their spare time but they knew in their hearts that they 

could easily beat the boys in a game at any time       


